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THE HAMBURGER PARAGRAPH 



 

Butter your hamburger bun with a catcher beginner! The 
catchy beginner hooks the reader! 

The top bun is your topic! Write one sentence in which you 
state your topic, main idea, or the focus of your entire 

paragraph! 

Your first supporting detail is the BACON AND 
LETTUCE! It is one or more sentences in which you give 

your first detail connected to your topic sentence! 

Your second supporting detail is the BEEF! It is one or 
more sentences in which you give your second detail 

connected to your topic sentence! 
 

Your third supporting detail is the ketchup, mustard, 
mayonnaise and pickles!one or more sentences in which 

you give your second detail connected to your topic 
sentence! 

 

The bottom of your bun is your conclusion! Restate your topic 
sentence using different words, summarize, or try to 

convince, entertain, or GRAB THAT READER ON THEIR 
WAY OUT! 

THE HAMBURGER PARAGRAPH 



Writing Amazing Catchy Beginners 

(another way to say lede or hook) 
 

1. Dialogue (speaking):  “Your nickname is LIGHTNING,” my 
father yelled at me as I flew past him running. (TS) From that 
moment on, everyone in my family called me lightning. 

 
2. Internal Monologue (thinking, but you write it like you were 

talking): “I couldn’t wait to jump in that water,” I thought to 
myself as I stared at the Atlantic Ocean. (TS) My calming 
activity is my favorite ocean beach! 

 
3. Onomatopoeia (words that represent sound…NO QUOTES): 

BANG! THE books fell off my bedroom shelf, scaring me from 
my quiet slumber. (TS) No place feels more like home than 
my bedroom, snuggled safely under the blankets. 

 
4. Description of setting or character (paint that picture!): The 

wet dew of my backyard grass drenched my shirt as I laid 
down and sadly gazed up into the oranges, reds, and browns 
of the fall leaves that were hanging onto the branch during 
their last fall days. (TS) The day my grandparents left our 
house was the loneliest I had ever felt. 

 
 
5. String of adjectives (Get Describing!): The hazy, mysterious, 

white, wet fog had dropped over the end zone as our 



offense marched down the field. (TS) I was moments away 
from the moment that I’m most proud of, as we looked to 
score the game-winning touchdown against our rivals! 

 
6. Riddle, or question to ponder (hook those readers): What is 

black, rectangular, and full of wonder? (TS) My Xbox One is 
not only my favorite gift, but also the answer to my riddle! 

 
7. Question (this one is overused, but fun, when done right!): 

Are there aliens in the heavens above? (TS) As I stared up 
into the sky, I couldn’t help but be curious, wondering what 
might live out in space. 

 
8. Simile or Metaphor (compare two things, and remember, 

with like or as is a simile!): My Mom is as sweet as honey! 
(TS) There is nobody more special than my loving mother. 

 
9. Strong Feelings or Emotions (describe those feelings): I 

huffed, and I puffed when my brother kept punching my arm 
on our recent trip to Florida. (TS) My brother Brad sure 
knows how to put me into a bad mood. 

 
10. List, or repetitive phrase: I’ll never forget the morning I 

woke up with a runny nose, a fever, a horrible stomach ache, 
and I was sore all over. (TS) I’ll never forget my worst 
horrible illness, the time I got the flu in fifth grade. 

 



PARAGRAPH TRANSITION WORDS 
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